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Image Credit: Google (Image credit: Image Credit: Google) Using its mobile threat intelligence platform apklab.io, Avast has discovered 50 adware apps on the Google Play Store that have been installed anywhere from 5k to 5m times. The security company called adware TsSdk because the term was found in the first version of malicious
apps that persistently show full-screen ads and even try to convince users to install further applications. Read more: Avast Business Patch Management Adware apps discovered by Avast are linked by using Third-Party Android libraries that circumvent the limitations of background services present in newer versions of Android. While
circumvention is not explicitly prohibited in the Play Store, apklab.io detects it as Android:Agent-SEB [PUB] because these libraries consume the user's battery life and make their devices slower. Adware apps themselves are using libraries to continuously show more and more ads to users, which is against Play Store policies. Through
apklab.io, Avast found two versions of TsSdk on the Play Store that were connected by the same code. The older of the two versions was installed 3.6 million times and was featured in gaming apps, fitness and photo editing most commonly installed in India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal.After installation,
apps containing the older version worked as intended, but also created shortcuts on the user's home screen with full-screen ads displayed when the screen is powered and occasionally when the user interacts with their Android smartphone. Some of the apps also contained code that can download further apps, prompting users to install
them. In addition, most older samples also added a shortcut to the Game Center on the home screen of the infected device that opens a page that advertises different games. The newer version of TsSdk has been installed nearly 28 million times through music and fitness apps. These apps are most installed in the Philippines, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Brazil and the UK. With the new version, it's encrypted using Tencent Packer and that makes it harder for analysts to unpack. There are also several checks before showing full-screen ads. Most importantly, adware is activated only if the user installs the app by clicking on the Facebook ad. Apps can detect this using
a Facebook SDK feature called Delayed Deep Connectivity. In order not to become a victim of adware, Avast recommends that users be cautious when downloading apps, carefully checking app permissions, and installing an antivirus app. Protect all your devices with the best antivirus Source: Android Central OnePlus has put another
one of its system apps in the Play Store. This time it's Messages, the default text messaging app. Although you can't install it on other phones, in you'll be able to get faster updates if you own a OnePlus phone. OnePlus continues its embrace embrace Store to push faster updates. This was put by OnePlus Messages, the default
messaging app found on OnePlus phones, on Google's window. Now, users won't have to wait for full-time oxygenOS updates to add a new feature, they'll get them as soon as they're ready - and some of them are. People from XDA Developers have several changes in this release from what it currently delivers on OnePlus phones. The
company is adding a new text sorting feature that is popular with rival messaging apps such as Microsoft's aptly named SMS organizer. You can also sort personal messages away from business messages and OTP's, giving you context of importance at first glance and putting your personal messages closer to your thumb reach. OnePlus
will also allow you to copy OTP's with a single tap from messages just as Google's Messages app does, and there's a new card format for messages with ticket information or bank transactions. The app isn't available for everyone yet, but OnePlus is likely to introduce it in the next few weeks. In the same vein, OnePlus is said to be
launching the OnePlus 8T soon. Can I import a new Messages app at the same time? We'll have to wait and see. We can earn a commission on purchases using our connections. learn more. Android or iOS? It is one of the biggest unanswered questions of modern times and a point of considerable conflict for fanboys on both sides of the
fence for thousands of years. Or maybe just in the last decade. There are valid arguments that can be made for both sides: Clearly, Apple has created a mobile operating system that is incredibly smooth, snappy, and clean. Then again, Android got pretty good - Dare I say it? Even attractive - and runs a mind-bogglingly diverse selection
of devices. But I'm not here to goad cries of fanboys all over the world. Instead, I deal with a much simpler — albeit no less burdened — question. In a feeant attempt to reduce the wrath of Followers of Apple fans everywhere, I will address this issue as objectively as I can. That question is... In what ways is the Google Play Store better
than the Apple App Store? Google Play Store is more developer-friendlyO start, Apple has been extremely (and, for developers, frustrating) selective about the apps allowed on the Apple App Store. The reason he was so selective was basically for quality assurance. Of course, iOS apps have certainly gained a reputation for working well
and being pretty polished. As just one example, Snapchat for iOS is infamously better than the Android version. This reputation for quality has occasionally resulted in certain developers developing iOS applications exclusively or first; The latter was the case with the highly anticipated Super Mario Run, released for iOS in December and
yet to be released for Android.Za developers, there is a much lower risk that you will spend thousands and thousands of hours developing only for your app to be rejected for inclusion in Google Store.While there is one To make sure your users get only the most quality apps, there's certainly a downside. For app developers, there's a
much lower risk of spending thousands and thousands of hours developing apps just to get your app rejected for inclusion in the Google Play Store. This has also led to a much livelier development community for Android apps. This does not mean that there is a lack of applications for iOS. Users of both platforms have more than their fair
share of applications at their disposal. In the Google Play Store, you'll find a wide range of interesting and creative apps. For starters, there are many powerful launchers available with which you can completely change the look of Android, and this is something you won't find on the Apple App Store. Then there are apps like Tasker that
open up a world of possibilities to automate tasks and processes on Android devices. Granted, not all apps are sent to the Google Play Store winners; however, with things like Google Home and Android Auto, it's not a bad idea to encourage and support innovation in mobile software, not homogenize it. Apps for Google Play are more
revealingHere is something you may not have known about Google Play and Apple App Stores: when you're looking for an app, you're slightly more likely to find what you're looking for in the Google Play Store than in the Apple App Store. Let me explain why. The Google Play Store runs your search queries through basically all the text
information available on the app page. For example, you can search the Play Store using a series of keywords or phrases, and the Play Store would even scan app descriptions to find the ones that most closely resemble your query. By comparison, the Apple App Store compares your query to keywords that developers manually enter in
the keyword section, which exists specifically for this purpose. This isn't a problem if your query happens to be one of the keywords for the app you want, but if you're searching for something that's a little more specific, you might find it harder to find an iOS app that fits your needs. Of course, the fact that google play store has more robust
search options probably shouldn't be as much of a surprise as Google... You know, Google.Google Play has a 'social factor'Historically, downloading and using apps was something we did individually. We found the apps ourselves, decided whether to download them ourselves and use them ourselves. Over time, however, finding and
using apps has become more sociable, at least in the Google Play Store. The Google Play Store has become increasingly sociable. Seeing who in your network uses the app is like getting personal recommendations from your friends. When you drag an app page in the Google Play Store, there's some information in the front and middle.
It's easy to spot the app's cumulative rating, as well as if any of your friends use and recommend the app. If you move down a little, you'll find you've been left behind by friends and other users. You can filter this comment by seeing only those comments from users who use your same device or who are using the latest version of that app.
In fact, discovering and selecting apps makes it a more social experience. Given that many apps - especially games - can connect you with other app users, even using apps has become a more social experience. By comparison, finding apps on the Apple App Store is a lonelier experience. There are app reviews, but they're not in front
and center like in the Google Play Store. Perhaps this is due to the assumption that iOS apps are of higher quality or because it encourages users to choose apps based on the merits of these apps rather than the opinions of others. However, seeing who in your network uses the app is like getting personal recommendations from your
friends. This is useful if, for example, you're looking for a new download game to be busy flying or taking a long car ride. Android apps are cheaper To some extent, the higher price of iOS apps is a statement about how much harder it is for developers to get their apps on the Apple App Store compared to the more relaxed Google Play
Store. If you search the Play Store for a search query for a do-do list, the number of results you'll get borders on obscene. Of course, there are also popular like Todoist, Wunderlist and Any.do, but there are hundreds - if not thousands - of others since almost anyone with know-how can have their apps available on the Google Play Store.
And for this reason, they are free to download. Clearly, there is more competition in the Google Play Store, which is why Android apps tend to be cheaper or free. Think of it this way: You may have made a really great app that many would consider worth its price, but since there are a dozen other apps that offer similar functionality and
comparable quality, users are likely to make do with one that is free. In this case, such competition between apps in the Google Play Store works for the benefit of users because it makes apps cheaper. Meanwhile, the Apple App Store is more selective about apps that are accepted; With less competition, developers can charge more for
apps because there aren't that many alternatives. On the developer side, developers are able to monetize their iOS apps without having to weave them with ads, which has been a decline for many promising apps in the Google Play Store. So there's a relationship between the app price and the ease with which developers can have their
apps included in Google Play and Apple App Stores. But if you're someone who doesn't want to pay for apps - and paying for premium apps surely gets expensive over time - you're probably better off with Android.Google Play has a more robust web interface In many ways, Google Play and Apple App Stores are two sides of the same
coin, far more similar than are different. If iOS user, you would certainly have no problem downloading Android, opening the Play Store and downloading the app of your choice; the same applies to an Android user with an iPhone. However, the key functional difference between these two app markets becomes apparent when you try to
use them through a computer's web browser or laptop. Pushing app installations on different Android tablets or phones from the web is much easier than finding an app on each device individually. At first glance, most of the same information is available in both places; You can see the name, app icon, and general description highlighted
on Google Play and Apple App Stores. You'll probably also see the same screenshots. But while the Google Play Store gives you the ability to install an app on your Android smartphone or tablet right there on your web browser, you'll need to navigate to the app on the Apple App Store on each of your iOS devices to actually install it.
Being able to install apps on your mobile devices from a web browser on a computer (or Mac) may not seem like a life-changing convenience if you're an iOS user, but I bet many Android users have become really appreciated for this Google Play feature. The most obvious use case would be when you click on an app link while browsing
the web on your desktop; Instead of having to find it on your phone, you can use the Google Play Store web interface to install the app and wait for you on your device the next time you pick it up. Pretty neat, isn't it? Google Play provides top-notch informationYou might seem strange to say that the Google Play Store offers more
information than the Apple App Store after just saying that both app markets offer almost the same information. This is still true, but the Google Play Store tends to show a little more and get that information organized a little better. On the Apple App Store, the only way to experience an app before downloading it is through predicted
screenshots. The Google Play Store also provides screenshots, but often with an accompanying video. Said video can be an advertisement made by an app developer or a short snapshot of the app being used; however, in any case, the video is much better at giving an idea of what to expect from the app and even how the app is
used.The information also seems to be a little more organized and easier to read on the Google Play Store. The best way to see this difference is to navigate to the app on Google Play and Apple App Stores in separate browser tabs on your computer and compare. You'll notice that the app profile in the Play Store is very linear; the
identification information is at the very top, followed by the Install button and video and/or screenshots. Below that you will find the textual information of the application, followed by user reviews and some final details at the bottom, Who developed the app, compatibility information, and when the app was last updated. S S Play Store, it's
all in a neat, vertical line, but on the Apple App Store, the app's information is separated into two columns, a small column on the left, and a larger column to the right. Instead of just scrolling up and down to find the information you need, your eyes come down from side to side. And then there's the fact that the app's cumulative rating is
separate from the actual user reviews on the Apple App Store, while they're one section in the Play Store.Of course, everyone has their own preferences. You may find the dual column layout in the Apple App Store more efficient; however, I would say that a simpler organization and ease of navigation of the app profile on the Google Play
Store is a significant advantage. Apps for Google Play have a wider compatibility of devicesLast, but not the least important, there is also the question of compatibility, which is a decidedly minor problem for Google Play Store.As you may be aware, Android OS powers both Google smartphones and tablets. Likewise, both iPhones and

iPads have iOS. In theory, you can expect this to mean that both smartphones and tablets on each platform will be able to run the same apps. While this is largely the case for Google, it's a little more complicated for iOS devices The entire Google Play Store is your oyster whether you have an Android smartphone or tablet. Unfortunately,
iPad users are a little more limited. While many basic iOS apps are available for both iPad and iPhone, the iPad's ability to launch the app depends on the app being customized for use on a larger iPad screen. However, this is not a problem for Android. When you download an app on an Android tablet, one of three things could happen,
depending on the app in question and the Android version your tablet does. The app will either be used on both smartphones and tablets (which is the most likely scenario at the moment), will automatically increase to fit a larger screen, or the app will work inside a smartphone-sized window in the center of the tablet screen. The vast
majority of Android apps are designed to be used on both smartphones and tablets rather than one or the other. In short, the entire Google Play Store is your oyster whether you have an Android smartphone or tablet. Unfortunately, iPad users are a little more limited, at least for now. Let me conclude by clarifying that the Apple App Store
is not without its advantages; I even mentioned several of them during this article. Likewise, even the Google Play Store has its weaknesses. The purpose of this article was not to declare one winner over another. Instead, my intention was only to identify some of the main differences between Google Play and Apple App Stores, especially
when it came to Google's benefits. But right now, I'd like to hear from you. Do you agree or disagree with the characteristics I identified as the greatest advantages of the Google Play Store? Do you feel The Play Store is actually better than the Apple App Store? If you think the Apple App Store is generally better, why? Leave your
thoughts in the comments section below. Below.
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